ii4        THE ASCENT OF BALLADS
common, fundamental, moving themes of this kind inspire the best
of ballads.
The ballads are, and that is their best justification. Despite
changes of fashion and of language, they have clung to the people's
memory with strange tenacity. This is not to claim for their genre
the quality of immortality; on the contrary, we have seen that they
have their begetting, and that printed literature is the sign of their
end. But they have clung to life, sometimes during four to seven
centuries, and that without any aid from courtly society (which has
favoured romances and troubadour lyrics), nor from the schools
(who have adored the ancient classics and are now embalming the
modems), nor from official literature, contemptuous of such wild
snatches. Unwritten and traditional as they are, they owe their
survival to each individual singer and each individual audience.
They live only in the moment of performance. It has simply been
worth while to recreate them time and again throughout the cen-
turies, since on each single occasion they have signified something
to their unlettered hearers and have moved them more than with a
trumpet. It is a glory not often achieved by the great artistic poets,
and when achieved, it is through some partial endowment of the
generous ballad simplicity. In Tasso's case, for instance,
the fishermen's wives of the Lido ... sat along the shore in the evenings
while the men were out fishing, and sang stanzas from Tasso and other
songs at the pitch of their voices, going on till each could distinguish the
responses of her own husband in the distance.1
But how much of the Gerusalemme could be recovered from their
memories ? How faithfully modern ballad singers have preserved
versions of Danish and Castilian ballads unknown to the collectors
in the sixteenth century! In praise of Burns's and Gil Vicente's
gift of spontaneous song, it has been said that one cannot know
where the received traditional matter ends and the new creation
begins. The ballads have survived, fragile and imperfect as they
may seem, so long as the society for which they were created has
endured, and longer. The critic's business is not to apply 'a priori'
standards, but to look for the qualities which have justified their
amazing survival.
Ballads are to be accepted as true. Truth is, perhaps, not a
quality demanded by the aesthete, but it is the necessary leaven of
1 Countess Martinengo Cesaresco, The Study of Folk Songs, London (Every-
man), p. 97.

